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COVER STORY

Dear customers, prospective customers, 
business partners, friends,
colleagues and readers,

We are very pleased that you are holding the 
first edition of our new customer magazine 
PROGRESS in your hands. With PROGRESS 
we would like to inform our customers, prospec-
tive customers, business partners, friends and 
HAIMER employees about the current topics, 
developments, highlights and trends within the 
HAIMER Group.

According to the principle “stagnation is regres-
sion” we named our magazine PROGRESS to 
express our own ambition, to always be better 
and to always take further steps. The develop-
ment and progress at HAIMER has never stopped. 
On the contrary, our continuous drive for impro-
vement and optimization is a core element that 
has been driving our company for almost 42 
years now.

After celebrating our 40 Year Anniversary in 2017, 
HAIMER once again had a lot to offer in 2018. 
At the beginning of 2018, for example, we moved 
our soft machining department (turning and milling operations) and raw material storage 
to the new plant in Motzenhofen. By largely investing in automated machines and with 
over 4,000 m² more production space we were able to double the capacity for our core 
segment “tool holders”. As a result this created more space for fine machining at the 
headquarters in Igenhausen. You can read more about the new production facility in 
Mot zenhofen on page 30–31.

The exhibition season with shows like IMTS in Chicago, AMB in Stuttgart or JIMTOF in 
Tokyo was once again very lively and moreover a major success for HAIMER. Our ap-
proach to connect all components in the area of tool management was met with great 
interest at all three events. All impressions regarding our booths and the cover story 
“Process-secure tooling” can be found on the pages 4–13.

Accordingly, this first edition is also dedicated to our slogan “HAIMER i4.0 - Connected 
to the future”. We introduce you to our practical approach of connecting the Tool Man-
agement of the future and show you how to be ready for the challenges of Industry 4.0. 
Also here we stick to our corporate philosophy: Quality wins. 

We hope you will enjoy our first edition of PROGRESS and wish you all the best for the 
year 2019.

The HAIMER management would like to thank you on behalf of the HAIMER Group for 
your trust in us and our products. We are looking forward to an exciting 2019 with you!

Best regards,

“IT IS TIME TO INITIATE  
AND IMPLEMENT A 
SPECIFIC ACTION PLAN 
OF CONNECTIVITY 
IN THE SHOPFLOOR.”
Claudia Haimer 
Managing Director and Founder of  Haimer GmbH

From left to right: Andreas Haimer, Kathrin Haimer, Claudia Haimer, Franz-Josef Haimer

Claudia Haimer Franz Haimer Andreas Haimer

2O Success Story 
GDELS-Mowag: With HAIMER Power Series and Cool Flash for better surface finishes and 30 % longer tool life



With the slogan “HAIMER i4.0 – Connected to the future” the HAIMER Group demonstrated 
at AMB 2018 how medium-sized companies can set up their tool management for the futu-
re. Digitization plays a key role and runs through the entire product program, ranging from 
tool holders, tool presetters, shrinking and balancing technology to solid carbide end mills 
and sensors. 

Connected 
to the 
future

H A I M E R  i 4 . O  –  C O N N E C T E D  T O  T H E  F U T U R E  –  A M B  R E V I E W

he HAIMER Group, world market leader in tool shrinking and balancing 
technology, has recently become a system provider for the entire 
tool management process. Therefore, the company did not only use 
its two-story booth at AMB to present the latest products in cutting 

tools, tool holders, shrinking, balancing and presetting devices, but also to intro-
duce the HAIMER Tool & Data Management system. This solution is particularly 
suitable for medium-sized companies, where large, complex tool management 
systems would be too demanding and expensive. 

In six stations, HAIMER demonstrated live how the HAIMER Tool & Data Management 
system can be implemented:

Imitating the workshop processes the first station shows how a generated job 
for a complete tool assembly gets transferred from the CAD/CAM system to the 
tool management and vending system. Here, the needed components (tool holder, 
cutting tool, etc.) get commissioned and, by means of a job-instruction, assembled 
to a complete tool assembly on a HAIMER Power Clamp i4.0. Once the complete 
tool assembly has been created, the job is sent to the Microset VIO linear presetter 
and the TD Comfort Plus i4.0 balancing machine, where tool measurement and 
balancing can take place. Finally, the actual tool values are transmitted to the 
machine tool control via the central interface all hardware components commu-
nicate with – the HAIMER DAC (Data Analyzer & Controller). 

Tool-Management-Solutions for medium-sized companies

At the center of this process chain is the HAIMER DAC (Data Analyzer & Controller), 
a software solution that enables and manages the exchange of target and actual 
values and other tool data between the individual stations and the corporate net-
work. The DAC enables a one-to-one identification of the tool using a RFID data 
chip, which HAIMER tool holders can optionally be equipped with, or alternatively 
a QR or Data Matrix code, which can be read by scanners and evaluated by several 
systems.

T
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1,553
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PER DAY

264 m² HAIMER 
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H A I M E R  i 4 . O  –  C O N N E C T E D  T O  T H E  F U T U R E  –  A M B  R E V I E W

On Thursday we said cheers to around 600 customers and partners at our 
HAIMER booth party. Thereby, the cocktail menu names was HAIMER-branded 
and the cocktail creations “Tool Dynamic” and “Microset ” were strongly 
demanded.

The traditional HAIMER Octoberfest gingerbread heart was decorated with the 
slogan “Beim HAIMER do bleim ma! ” (Bavarian for: We stick to HAIMER.) A lot of 
guests spent a pleasant and amusing evening.
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Through the network connection, the DAC also provides 
additional tool data: assembly instruction, part numbers, 
stock adjustment, and 3D models. In addition, it supports 
the user in the analysis of production data and process 
optimization. Another software, the HAIMER Smart Tool 
Data Exchange 4.0, processes all relevant tool data so 
that they can be transferred to common external software 
solutions. 

Network-compatible shrinking, balancing and 
presetting devices

In order to install such a digital tool management system, 
the shrinking, balancing and presetting devices have to 
be network compatible - a requirement that all new HAIMER 
machines fulfill, as it was demonstrated at AMB. Not only 
can they communicate with the tools or their RFID chips, 
but they can also exchange important data bi-directionally 
with external management systems in the customer’s net-
work or via the cloud.

In addition, the shrink fit devices of the new HAIMER Power 
Clamp i4.0 series have a new, intuitive software that 
makes the operation easier, as well as a workshop-ready 
7“ touch display that can even be operated with thin work 
gloves. On request, the Power Clamp i4.0 devices can 

be equipped with a scanner that reads shrin-
king parameters of data matrix codes. This 
makes automated shrinking very simple. 

New cutting tools and tool holders

In addition to digital enhancements, HAIMER 
presented a multitude of useful new products 
in the field of metal cutting in the booth. Along 
with high-performance products for tool hol-
ding in the CNC milling machine, HAIMER now 
also offers clamping options for turning machines. The new shrink fit 
collets are available in ER 16 and ER 25 and they are compatible with 
all common clamping nuts. They can also be used with driven tool hol-
ders. The optional Cool Jet slots ensure even more process reliability 
and maximum cooling. 

Regarding HAIMER endmills, there were also many new products to 
discover at AMB, altogether more than 20 new geometries. In the 
field of Duo-Lock – the modular tool interface for highest demands 
– the range has been extended by new geometries as well as special 
combinations (including solid carbide and heavy metal extensions) for 
die & mold. They are perfectly suitable for all conventional ER collet 
chucks for milling and they can also be used with driven tool holders 
and rotary transfer machines.

HAIMER OFFERS 
NEW SOLUTIONS 
FOR TURNING 
MACHINES

The AMB 2018 took place in Stuttgart from the 18th to the 22nd of September with around 91,000 visitors 
and 1,553 exhibitors. In 10 halls with a total of over 120,000 m² they showed innovations and further 
developments for metal cutting and machine tools, precision tools, measuring technology and quality as-
surance as well as robots, tooling technology, industrial software engineering, components, units and ac-
cessories. The AMB is supported by the sponsoring associations VDMA precision tools, VDMA component 
software and digitization as well as VDW (association of German machine tool builders).

ABOUT

Tool Room Solutions and Service Offers

The complete system program for tool management also includes so called tool room solutions. As an example, HAIMER showed at the booth 
how such a functionally and ergonomically designed workplace can look like. 

Even though all HAIMER products stand for highest quality, the machines in particular require a certain care and maintenance. In order to guaran-
tee maximum process reliability, accuracy and performance in the long term, HAIMER developed a new service concept consisting of three  
packages (Single, Premium and Quality Wins maintenance) which was presented at AMB for the first time.
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H A I M E R  i 4 . O  –  C O N N E C T E D  T O  T H E  F U T U R E  –  P R O C E S S - S E C U R E  T O O L I N G

If you want to take advantage of digitization in the production environment, you have to ensure the 
continuity of data, a seamless data flow. HAIMER, system provider for high-precision products around 
the machine tool, addressed this issue and designed all of its products industry 4.0-ready, guaranteeing 
data-continuity. And HAIMER developed the HAIMER DAC (Data Analyzer & Controller) with suitable 
software for connecting all components of the tool management. 

Process-secure tooling 
through HAIMER DAC 
(Data Analyzer & Controller)
Data is the power of tomorrow

T

Tool data 
target/actual value

Tool data 
target/actual value

Tool data 
target/actual value

2

Tool management  
and commissioning

3

Shrink Fit Machine
Power Clamp Premium i4.0

1

CAD/CAM system

Commissioning of  
tool holder and cutting tool

HAIMER Data Analyzer  
& Controller (DAC)

with scanner

Tool data 
target/actual value

Actual value

Tool data 
target/actual value

5

Balancing machine
TD Comfort Plus i4.0

4

Tool presetter
Microset VIO linear

6

Machine tool  
with control

HAIMER Tool Management 4.0
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 System compatibility of each component – everything from a single source “HAIMER”

 Modular set-up – customer can start at each step

 Open system – also existing systems includable

 HAIMER DAC connects all hardware components

 Data transfer through all interfaces to the machine tool

 Simplified tool management – perfectly suitable for medium-sized companies

 Reduction of manual data entry errors – high process-security

ADVANTAGES OF HAIMER DAC (DATA ANALYZER & CONTROLLER)

Here you can find a video with 
further explanations to the  
HAIMER Tool Management 4.0

INNOVATIONS 
ARE THE BASIS  
FOR STEADY 
GROWTH

o maintain steady growth, an increase in 
capacity alone is not sufficient. Innovations 
are at the very foundation of this growth. 
Every year, HAIMER invests between eight 

and ten percent of its total turnover in research and 
development. Currently, the Industry 4.0 readiness and 
digital communication of all HAIMER products is at the 
center of activities.

Communication with the tool 

HAIMER offers two options for integrating tool holders 
via digital communication in production. The first option 
is the RFID data chip, which HAIMER tool holders can 
optionally be equipped with. 

This contactless readable and writable data memory en-
sures the secure identification of the respective tool and 
its tool holder. It is able to store the actual data (geo metry, 
balancing grade, etc.) given by balancing and presetting 
devices and to then transfer it to the machine tool. It 
can also collect information from the machine tool, for 
example, with regard to the tool life. 

As HAIMER always focuses on quality and the interrela  ted 
process reliability, the tool specialists also developed a 
system that securely attaches the chip to the tool holder. 
The mechanical locking called Data-Lock fixes the RFID 
data carrier by form fit and frictional connection locking 
to the tool holder, so that it cannot come loose, not even 
when machining at high speeds up to 60,000 rpm. 

As another option, the chucks are avai-
lable with a lasered QR or Data Matrix 
code, which can be read by scanners 
and evaluated by several systems. It 
contains the serial number of the tool, 
which allows a cross-software solution, 
e.g. the HAIMER DAC (Data Analyzer & 
Controller) to establish a connection with 
the corporate network, thereby enabling 
a clear identification of the tool and to 
access additional tool data (Assembly, Part Num bers, 
Stock Adjustment, 3-D Models). However, in this case, 
additional information is not stored on the tool itself. 

To maximize the benefits of digitization in the machining 
environment, network compatibility of shrinking, ba-
lancing, and presetting devices is essential.

The HAIMER Data Analyzer & Controller enables the bi-
directional exchange between CAD/CAM system, all 
HAIMER machines, the machine tool and the correspond-
ing data. This software solution is easy to operate, sup-
ports the user in the analysis of production data and 
contributes to the optimization of processes.

The connection to external management systems in the 
customer‘s network, clouds or external software soluti-
ons creates the basis to effectively use the generated 
data in the company on existing and future projects.

COVER STORY
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The strongest 
IMTS show 
ever

H A I M E R  i 4 . O  –  C O N N E C T E D  T O  T H E  F U T U R E  –  I M T S  R E V I E W

References

 VDW Marktbericht 2017 
 VDW Verein Deutscher Werkzeugmaschinenfabriken e. V., Bernhard Geis 31.10.2018 
 https://www.imts.com/show/info.html

2OOO
First IMTS for HAIMER 
(HAIMER USA was not 

founded yet)

2OO8

Joint HAIMER booth in the 
pavilion of Bavaria 

International

2O14
Launch of solid  

carbide end mills in the 
US market

2O1O
60 m² HAIMER booth in the 

pavilion of Bavaria 
International

2O18
This year‘s booth of HAIMER 

USA measured 222 m²

2O12

10 years HAIMER USA –   
first independent booth 

at IMTS

2O16

HAIMER USA at IMTS with a  
machine tool (producing beer mugs 

made from stainless steel)

At this year‘s IMTS show in Chicago, September 10th–15th, 2018, the 
number of customers and visitors who wanted to see the HAIMER innovations 
was higher than ever before. Compared to the IMTS show in 2016, 73 % 
more customers visited the HAIMER booth, which measured 222 m². During 
the six exhibition days, around 50 employees from HAIMER USA, HAIMER 
Mexico, HAIMER Japan, HAIMER Microset and the headquarters in Igenhausen 
were on site for customer support. 

As the first foreign subsidiary of the HAIMER Group, HAIMER USA has been 
responsible for the North American market since 2002, including Canada 
and Mexico.

But the US market is not only important for HAIMER. In addition to the 
People‘s Republic of China, the US production facilities are the most important 
export market for German machinery and manufacturing companies. With a 
volume of EUR 1.9 billion, the US market accounts for 18.3 % of the German 
exports of the mechanical engineering sector. In 2017, the export of machine 
tools from Germany to the USA increased by 18 %. This positive trend is 
also evident in the first half of 2018, with a growth of 8 % compared to the 
first half of 2017. The German industry can score some points with high-tech 
machines and projects e. g. within the automotive, the aerospace and oil 
and gas as well as the die and mold sector. 

Due to the size of the US market, the IMTS show is particularly important 
to HAIMER. This is reflected in the continuous growth of the booth size. In 
the beginning HAIMER only had a small booth within the Bavarian Community 
Pavilion, whereas today the company presented its newest innovations on 
222 m². The International Manufacturing Technology Show, or IMTS for short, takes place in Chicago (September 

10th–15th, 2018) and is North America‘s leading machine, technology, and tooling exhibition. Depending 
on their products, the participants are assigned to one of the many halls where they can exhibit their 
latest innovations. The IMTS show opened its doors for the first time in 1927 and since then has been 
taking place every two years. The organizer behind the exhibition is AMT – The American Association 
for Manufacturing Technology.

ABOUT

222 m² HAIMER 
BOOTH SIZE

2,563
EXHIBITORS

132,315 m²
EXHIBITION SPACE

129,415
VISITORS AT IMTS

HAIMER Taxi advertisement in Chicago
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H A I M E R  i 4 . O  –  C O N N E C T E D  T O  T H E  F U T U R E  –  J I M T O F  R E V I E W

JIMTOF –
HAIMER Japan at the biggest 
Asian exhibition

National and international exhibitors showcased their innovations at JIMTOF. The industry and insiders 
from all around the world consider this exhibition to be THE platform for introducing state-of-the-art 
machine tools. A broad selection of show-events and great opportunities for information exchange were 
also offered during this event.

ABOUT

Within the metal cutting industry, the JIMTOF show in Tokyo counts as the largest 
exhibition in Asia. The show focuses on machine tools, forming machines, produc-
tion automation, high precision tools, measuring instruments, testing technology, 
CAD/CAM, oil hydraulics, pneumatics and drive technology.

By now HAIMER Japan consists of 12 employees. The office with a 110 m² show-
room is located in Osaka. HAIMER was present at this year’s JIMTOF with a 90 m²  
booth. 

In the four “West” halls and the atrium exhibitors from the tooling, tool holder and 
machine tool accessories sector were located. On the other hand, machine tools, 
CAD/CAM systems and measuring technology were represented in the eight 
“East” Halls. All in all, the 2018 JIMTOF was displayed in 12 halls with a combined 
area of 98,540 m².

Tokyo Big Sight Inc. is the organizer of JIMTOF. Organiza-
tions like the Japan Machine Tool Builders‘ Association 
(JMTBA), Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Economy, 
Trade and Industry, Tokyo Metropolitan Government and 
The Japan Chamber of Commerce and Industry are spon-
sors and supporters of the exhibition.

With its foundation in 1962 and the biennial cycle the 
JIMTOF show in Tokyo will take place for the 30th time in 
2020. JIMTOF 2020 was rescheduled due to the Olympic 
Games which will be carried out in Tokyo. For the first 
time, the exhibition will take place from December 7th 
– 12th, 2020.
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[ 1 ] HAIMER advertisement at metro station Tokyo Big Sight

[ 2 ] George Takada, President of HAIMER Japan K.K., Shoji Okuhira, Application Engineer at HAIMER Japan K.K. and Noritsugu Masui, Technical Sales   
 Representative at HAIMER Japan K.K. having a sales discussion with a customer

[ 3 ] Exhibition Center Tokyo Big Sight

1 2

98,54O m²
EXHIBITION SPACE

1,O85
EXHIBITORS

12
HALLS

153,1O3 VISITORS

HAIMER JAPAN 
BOOTH SIZE

9O m²

3
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H A I M E R  W O R L D W I D E

HAIMER worldwide
We are there for our customers and partners all over the world. With our own sales and service subsidiaries in the largest metal- 
working markets, we offer fast and easy delivery and after sales service for our customers all around the world. 

Our sales and service subsidiaries are specialized in local customer requirements and ensure that the well-known, first class service 
and expertise of HAIMER is delivered to you on-site and in your local language. 

Numerous developments and projects in our subsidiaries provide insight into the international growth of the HAIMER Group in 2018.

 ARGENTINA

 AUSTRALIA

 AUSTRIA

 BELARUS

 BRAZIL

 CANADA

 CHINA

 CROATIA

 CZECH REPUBLIC

 ERITREA

 ESTONIA

 FRANCE

 GERMANY

 HONG KONG

 INDIA

 INDONESIA

 IRAN

 ISRAEL

 ITALY

 JAPAN

 KAZAKHSTAN

 KOREA

 LEBANON

 MALAYSIA

 MEXICO

 NETHERLANDS

 PHILIPPINES

 POLAND

 PORTUGAL

 ROMANIA

 RUSSIA

 SINGAPORE

 SLOVAKIA

 SOUTH AFRICA

 SPAIN

 SWEDEN

 TADZHIKISTAN

 TAIWAN

 THAILAND

 TOGO

 TURKEY

 UKRAINE

 UNITED KINGDOM

 USA

OUR EMPLOYEES WORLDWIDE
As an international company, HAIMER employs people from a total of 44 different countries.  
We focus on cultural diversity and specific knowledge and thus on the proximity to our customers.

For about 5 years, HAIMER is represented in Italy 
with its own subsidiary in Bernareggio near Milan. 
Since its foundation, the Italian subsidiary has been 
on a steady growth path and the office/showroom 
space has doubled its size to 250 m². With two new 
Technical Sales Representatives for Central/South 
Italy and for North/East Italy, the HAIMER Italy team 
now consists of 12 employees.

EXPANSION

Among the 9 employees at HAIMER UK, a new  
apprentice has joined the team in August 2018. 
Nicole Stitt is the first apprentice working at a 
HAIMER subsidiary. In addition, HAIMER UK Ltd has 
added a new Cutting Tool Specialist to its team. 
Following the successful introduction of HAIMER 
tool holders and machines to the UK, we are also 
strengthening the expansion in this area. Thanks to 
our new specialist, we can always provide local 
support to our customer.

INTERNATIONAL 
APPRENTICE

RELOCATION

HAIMER Spain S.L. is soon going to move to a new 
office with a brand-new and fully equipped show-
room. With a total space of nearly 300 m² we will 
present the full range of HAIMER products to our 
customers and thus will be able to provide even  
better service in the future. The new premise will 
also allow for events such as technical seminars, 
trainings or product demonstrations and will make 
HAIMER Spain a reference in terms of quality in the 
Iberian market.

In September 2018, HAIMER Turkey moved to its 
new office in Ankara. With a size of 200 m² the 
new showroom and office space is more spacious 
than before and equipped with the latest HAIMER 
technology. For technical seminars, live-demos or 
on-site trainings, our team consisting of eight emp-
loyees is at your disposal at all times.

NEW LOCATION

NEW SUBSIDIARY

The time has come: In January 2019, the new 
HAIMER subsidiary HAIMER France SARL will open its 
new 200 m² office in Lyon. The team consisting of 
10 Sales Representatives and Application Engineers 
is located in Sarl Parc ELITECH, 3 Avenue Edouard 
Herriot, Bâtiment C, Cellule C02, 69400 LIMAS. The 
90 m² showroom will be equipped with the newest 
HAIMER shrinking, balancing and presetting machines. 

Bonne chance to the whole HAIMER France team!

For the very first time, from November 5th till November 10th, 2018, the China International Import Expo (CIIE) took place at the National 
Exhibition and Convention Center in Shanghai. The Chinese President Xi Jingping himself opened the exhibition, which was spontaneously 
initiated by the Chinese government. With this exhibition the Chinese Government signaled its positive attitude towards the liberalization of 
trade, the economic globalization and active opening of the Chinese market to the rest of the world.

Over the next 5 years, China is expecting imports (products and services) worth more than $10 trillion. Historically speaking this is a unique 
opportunity for global companies to further establish on the Chinese market.

HAIMER (Shanghai) Trading Co., Ltd. was located in hall number 3 and presented the latest HAIMER innovations on an area of 70 m².

Other exhibitors like Microsoft, Google or Apple were also represented at this exhibition. 

CHINA INTERNATIONAL IMPORT EXPO 2018 ( CIIE )

As in previous years, the HCCP Program (HAIMER 
Competence Center Partner) was continued in 
2018. The HCCP Partner Program offers special  
advantages such as sales cooperation, marketing 
support and quarterly sales reports to a selected 
group of technical dealers.

As part of this program all HCCP partners have to 
undergo an extensive training schedule. The training 
at HAIMER USA, for example, consists of theoretical 
lessons regarding the entire HAIMER product port-
folio, interactive discussions, live milling tests and 
the practical use of HAIMER machines.

HCCP-PROGRAM

1514

GROWING TEAMS IN CZECH 
REPUBLIC, SWEDEN, NETHERLANDS

HAIMER has expanded its team in Europe with another Sales Representative in 
Sweden and an Application Engineer in the Netherlands. Since 2018 we have  
additional Technical Sales Representatives for local customers in the Czech 
Republic, in Slovakia and in Poland.

Additional sales and service engineers in 
Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand  
guarantee better local customer support. Soon 
our new, well-located showroom in Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia will open its doors and present the  
newest HAIMER i4.0 products.

TEAM 
SOUTHEAST ASIA

All of our local contacts and subsidiaries can be found here: 
https://www.haimer.de/kontakt/haimer-standorte.html
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With a collaborative membership at OMIC R&D Boeing Portland and HAIMER 
intensified their partnership. By this the OMIC R&D at its site Scappoose, 
Oregon, USA counts 20 partners now.

he Oregon Manufacturing Innovation Center 
Research and Development (OMIC R&D) con-
tinues to grow a strong membership base 
with the addition July 2018 of HAIMER, a world 

market leading German tooling company in the field of 
tool holding, shrinking, balancing and presetting. With a 
total now of seventeen manufacturing industry partners 
and three Oregon public universities, the Scappoose, Ore-
gon (USA) based R&D facility continues to build a world-
class operation to develop advanced metals manufacturing 
technologies through its collaborative research and de-
velopment activities. 

Through this partnership, Boeing -- with its center of ex-
cel lence and main production plant for heavy metal ma -
chi ning in Portland, Oregon -- is intensifying its strategic 
partnership with HAIMER by sponsoring a joint member-
ship at OMIC R&D. The partnership between Boeing and 
HAIMER reaches back more than 10 years when HAIMER’s 
Safe-Lock pull out protection system became a true game 
changer at Boeing. With one of the largest titanium ma-
chining shops in the world, Boeing Portland has set the 
standard for cutting tools and tool holder applications for 
difficult to machine materials. The partnership will be 
strategically strengthened by HAIMER’s investment and 
support as a new member at OMIC R&D.

Due to its technology advantages, the HAIMER Safe-Lock 
system has become the Boeing Portland standard for 
roughing in their milling operations. HAIMER implemented 
an open licensing policy where additional American and 
other cutting tool makers offer this technology as a 
standard solution which are widely used in the Boeing 
machining operations. In fact, the Boeing Company has 
also received an IP, patent and trade mark license from 
HAIMER to be able to quickly respond to their machining 
needs for this innovative technology.

Prior to implementing Safe-Lock in their production, Boeing was 
constantly facing the challenge of preventing the cutting tool from 
pull-out which potentially created very expensive scrap. Over the last 
10 years, since implementing Safe-Lock, they haven’t had a single 
tool pullout incident for their high value components – thus avoiding 
any sort of expensive scrap and machining failure which was a com-
mon problem before implementing Safe-Lock. 

William Gerry, Global Technology program 
manager for Boeing Research and Tech-
nology said: “Boeing is very carefully vetting 
and inviting members to partner up and 
contribute to OMIC R&D. We are delighted 
about the new membership of HAIMER, 
who we know as a high quality tool holding, 
shrinking, balancing and presetting tech-
nologies company that Boeing has relied 
on heavily and exclusively for this service. 
HAIMER can support OMIC R&D and its 
members with state-of-the-art technology 
and industry 4.0 connectivity solutions.” 

OMIC R&D is the fifteenth such research 
center established with Boeing leadership 
worldwide, and the first Boeing has sponso-
red in the United States. Its mission is to bring together manufacturing 
companies and higher education in an innovation environment where 
“outside-in” applied research with faculty and university students sol-
ves real problems for advanced manufacturers while training the next 
generation of engineers and technologists. Member companies share 
machinery, equipment such as tools, and expertise to create a highly 
dynamic and innovative R&D function for members.

Andreas Haimer, President of the HAIMER Group, explained during 
the official handshake at becoming an OMIC R&D member, “We are 
proud and happy to be closely associated with Boeing as a leading 
air craft manufacturer and one of our biggest global customers. The 

Partnership between 
Boeing Portland and 
HAIMER intensified

P A R T N E R S H I P  B E T W E E N  B O E I N G  P O R T L A N D  A N D  H A I M E R  I N T E N S I F I E D

The partnership between The Boeing Company and HAIMER Group will be strategically expanded to a joint 
membership at the OMIC R&D institution. On the picture William Gerry, Program Manager Global 

Technology for Boeing Research and Technology (left) and Andreas Haimer, President HAIMER Group (on 
the right), at the official membership inauguration of HAIMER at the OMIC.

OVER THE LAST 1O 
YEARS, SINCE 
IMPLEMENTING 
SAFE-LOCK, THEY 
HAVEN’T HAD A 
SINGLE TOOL 
PULLOUT INCIDENT

T
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investment and membership at OMIC R&D is a clear commitment to the community, our customers 
and the entire manufacturing industry in Oregon, the Pacific Northwest and American manufacturing. 
OMIC R&D is an ideal platform to share these kinds of best practices making American and Oregon ma-
nufacturers more competitive. Apart from Boeing Portland we also heavily support the leading U.S. Boeing 

facilities with our system technologies in Auburn, Seattle, Everett, Helena, St. Louis, and Fredrickson.”

HAIMER joins nineteen other OMIC R&D industry and university members in the Scappoose facility. Craig 
Campbell, executive director of OMIC R&D said: “Outside-in advance manufacturing research activities 
from Oregon Institute of Technology, Portland State University, and Oregon State University are solving 
manufacturing problems sets at OMIC R&D to support our members. Due to the strong investments from 
state and local government, OMIC R&D has become a draw for global manufacturing companies and is 
realizing its promise as an economic driver for the state and region.”

The OMIC R&D model focuses research on helping indigenous industries increase competitiveness while 
creating a real partnership with and integration into the local economy. As research activities expand 
with high-cost, high-value machinery added on to the production floor, OMIC R&D will increase state and 
regional commercial productivity in manufacturing and stimulate economic growth and development. 

Brendt Holden, President of HAIMER USA and North America based out of Chicago, IL is summarizing 
the partnership: “We have been delighted to support various production facilities in the Northwest over 
the past 15 years with state-of-the-art shrinking and balancing machines which have helped reduce ope-
rating costs and increase productivity. With presetting, tool holding and milling tools we have become a 
system partner around the machine tools. Lately we have been involved with multiple presetting projects 
in the Northwest which can reduce set up time and increase significantly the efficiency of the operation 
while implementing industry 4.0 technology by tool management capabilities. We are happy to share our 
equipment and knowledge in the OMIC in an effort to help the set-ups of the R&D projects be as efficient 
as possible.”

Manufacturers of High Performance
Carbide Cutting Tools

Manufacturers of High Performance
Carbide Cutting Tools

(P) 207-854-5581 � (F) 207-854-5968 � www.1helical.com

HAIMER Safe-Lock license partners
The following tool manufacturers are licensed by HAIMER officially and offer their shank 
cutting tools with Safe-Lock grooves in the tool shank as a standard. 
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The importance of tool holders for a reliable machining process is well-known in the manufacturing department at GDELS-
Mowag in Kreuzlingen, Switzerland. Therefore, the key people rely on HAIMER products, such as the vibration- dampening 
Power Shrink Chuck and the very precise Cool Flash tool cooling system. The result: more reliable chip removal, better surface 
quality and up to 30 percent longer tool life.

ake Constance is well-known for whitefish and 
perches – but also for Piranhas. Surprised? 
Okay – these piranhas are not fish, but light, 
protected wheeled vehicles built by General 

Dynamics European Land Systems – Mowag (GDELS-Mo-
wag) at their plant in Kreuzlingen, Switzerland. A specialty 
of this Swiss plant is the power transmission for which it 
operates as a group-wide competence center.

Josef Erlacher is a CNC programmer in the machining 
department consisting of 100 employees. There, almost 
everything is produced in-house – from the simplest wave 
to cubic parts and complex bevel gearing. He explains: 
“We produce a lot of know-how parts which is why we have 
a very high production depth. In addition to turning ma-
chines and machining centers we also have facilities for 
grinding, gear milling and hardening.” He points out another 
advantage of the in-house production: “Since we hardly 
rely on suppliers, it is in our hands to always provide our 
components reliably and on time.”

Despite group affiliation and special competence – the 
team in Kreuzlingen is always subject to high cost pressure. 

Therefore, they are constantly examining how to improve their processes in order 
to save time and money. In doing so they not only focus on machines and tools 
but also on tool holding – i.e. the often underestimated interface between the 
machine tool spindle and the cutting tool.

Josef Erlacher, who is also responsible for purchasing tools, is certain: “The tool 
holder bears a great deal of responsibility for the machining quality, spindle life-
time and tool life. After many years of experience we are convinced that HAIMER 
quality is outstanding. This is why we at GDELS-Mowag constantly use HAIMER 
tool holders for drilling and milling the cubic parts.” Josef Erlacher further emp-
hasizes that in the past he had bought other, cheaper holders which could not 
meet his expecta tions. The machining specialist explains: “This is why we quickly 
returned to HAIMER products.”

Haimer GmbH headquartered in Igenhausen, Germany is a family-owned company 
which in the past 40 years has become the world market leader for tool holding 
technology and is now acting as a system provider for tool management. 

Advantages of vibration dampening tool holders with special cooling 

Josef Erlacher knows that HAIMER invests a lot of its resources into research 
and development and continuously improves its products. Therefore, he is always 
open for innovations which promise process improvement. Four years ago Diha-
wag, the local HAIMER distribution partner in Switzerland, showed him the new 

HAIMER Power Shrink Chucks with Cool Flash for the first time and he 
immediately agreed to do a test run. 

The Power Shrink Chuck differs from the Standard Shrink Chuck through 
its optimized design which combines high rigidity and vibration dampe-
ning. This increases the cutting performance while protecting the machine, 
spindle and tool. With the HAIMER Cool Flash system, the coolant directly 
reaches the cutting edge of the tool and eliminates balls of chips. The 
coolant bores are installed in the tool holder with which the coolant is 
transported up to the face surface of the chuck. A special design creates 
high pressure and distributes the cooling lubricant over the entire circum-
ference of the tool shank. At the end of the shank area, the coolant is 
pressed into chip flutes (adhesion), rinses them free and even at the 
highest speeds it reaches the cutting edges directly, without sputtering, 
where it can unfold its cooling effect. 

The overall system Power Shrink Chuck with Cool Flash made an impact 
in the machining department at GDELS-Mowag. Andreas Haug, also 
CNC programmer at GDELS-Mowag explains: “Although we do not use 
high speed cutting we have to machine extremely difficult materials. With 

Convincing performance 
and quality

S U C C E S S  S T O R Y  G D E L S - M O W A G

United for optimized tool holding: (from the left) Fabian Wettstein, Sales 
Manager Dihawag, the local HAIMER sales partner in Switzerland, Andreas 
Haug and Josef Erlacher, both CNC programmers at GDELS-Mowag, and 

Christof Breu, the responsible Sales Representative at Dihawag

L

GDELS-Mowag in Kreuzlingen uses 
HAIMER Shrink Fit Chucks for machi-

ning cubic components. For highly har-
dened and tempered steels, those in 
charge prefer Power Shrink Chucks 

with the Cool Flash System. 
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these new HAIMER shrink fit chucks we can achieve more reliable chip removal, better surface quality and a much longer 
tool life of up to 25 to 30 % at the same cutting parameters.” His colleague Josef Erlacher confirms: “In the past we 
used to have problems with chip congestion. With Cool Flash this problem belongs to the past. The chips are removed 
reliably and the tool is cooled continuously. This is why we switched to work on all challenging operations by using Power 
Shrink Chucks and the Cool Flash system. Also, whenever we have to make new acquisitions, this combination is our 
first choice.”

Wide range of HAIMER products for target oriented use

However, Andreas Haug points out that standard shrink fit chucks are still very effective 
and used for drilling, reaming and so on. “The use of HAIMER chucks at our facility 
is very target oriented. Decisive factors are the type of the machining application and 
the material we work with, which is often very exotic at GDELS-MOWAG. We frequently 
work with quenched and tempered steel with a strength of up to 1400 N/mm2, where 
high temperatures occur at the cutting edge. Our special cast materials are also chal-
lenging, for example a very abrasive grey cast iron with a tensile strength of 1000 
N/mm2. With the HAIMER Power Shrink chuck and the Cool Flash system, we noticed 
significant process and cost advantages milling these kind of materials.” Josef Er-
lacher adds: “We could probably realize higher cutting values, but especially the 
complex parts for which we use the Power Shrink Chucks are extremely expensive 
which is why we do not want to take any risks. Since the produced quantities are so 
low, shortening the processing time is not as important as the other advantages.”

All HAIMER products are produced according to the company philosophy “Quality 
Wins”. Josef Erlacher explains: “We are still using shrink fit chucks that are 12 years old and still work perfectly.” The 
same applies to the Power Clamp shrinking machines. In 2017, GDELS-Mowag replaced its now 13-year-old device with 
a new HAIMER Power Clamp New Generation (NG). Its essential feature is the intelligent, patented NG coil, which is very 
flexible and easy to handle. With a simple twist you can adjust the length and diameter to the size of the shrink chuck. 
There is no need for stop disks. This way, standard or special sized chucks are only heated at the right spot. Erlacher 
explains: “Even though our old device was still working perfectly, we are faster with the new one. With a two-digit number 
of shrinking operations per day, the investment is definitely worthwhile.” Furthermore, there is always a replacement 
device available for emergencies.

Well equipped for the future

For GDELS-Mowag there is no doubt that the future of machining will be heavily influenced by digitization. For some time 
now, Josef Erlacher, Andreas Haug and their colleagues have been busy digitizing their processes. However, they point 
out that harmonizing the different systems is very important. “We need consistent data flow from CAM to the machine 
tool. HAIMER is supporting us in this regard, for example, by supplying the digital models for all chucks as 2 and 3D data.” 

“WITH HAIMER 
SHRINK FIT CHUCKS 
WE CAN ACHIEVE 
MUCH LONGER TOOL 
LIFE OF UP TO 25  
TO 3O PERCENT”

20
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Within automation the mechanical interface between the cutting edge and spindle plays a significant role: The Lugauer GmbH is 
specialized in the production of drilling, turning and milling components. To reach high accuracies as well as process security, 
which is absolutely necessary within automation, the contract manufacturer Lugauer from Tyrol, Austria, never accepts any com-
promises and relies on tool holders and shrinking technology from the full system provider HAIMER. 
By Ing. Robert Fraunberger, x-technik

ng. Hartwig Lugauer founded the company 
of the same name in Jenbach, Austria, in 1993 
and took over the complete jig departement 
staff of the former Jenbach factory, so they 

could preserve the business unit with twelve very expe-
rienced employees. Just one year later, today’s managing 
director Gernot Lugauer entered the family business. He 
augmented the machining portfolio, developed new cus-
tomer segments and gradually grew the family business. 

Today, 36 employees are working in a 4,000 m² facility 
mainly producing fixtures, prototypes, single and serial 
parts. “But our main focus shifted clearly to complex and 
high precision machining of mainly smaller lot sizes. In 
contrast to machining of big lot sizes it is possible to 
differentiate from the market with 5-axis-machining and 
automation,” Gernot Lugauer explained the path they 
choose. His opinion is that continuous modernization of 
the machine shop and the machining possibilities is ab-
solutely essential: “Also for a contract manufacturer es-
pecially the step to automation is indispensable. We provide 
100 % documented quality at shortest delivery times and 
maximum flexibility.”

A remarkable equity ratio of 86 % shows clearly the mentality of the family busi-
ness: “We annually invest in our building and the operations – this is the only way 
we stay internationally competitive“, the managing director is convinced. Despite 
the good current economic situation orders never come in automatically.” For-
tunately, we have got a very loyal customer base. Our high quality and delivery 
reliability are the main drivers for that.”

Means of production save quality

The machinery at Lugauer is state-of-the-art. Ten CNC turning machines, five 
5-axis machining centers, four 4-axis machining centers, two grinding machines 
and one EDM eroding machine as well as numerous surface treatements and a 
metal working shop provide flexible and diverse production possibilities making 
an accuracy in µm range possible. Two coordinate measuring machines as well 
as a variety of measuring instruments prove the quality of their products: “We 
always deliver meaningful protocols proving the evenness and parallelism and 
that makes the difference in the long run”, the managing director emphasizes 
and adds: “Highest quality gradually generates more orders.”

The beginning of automated milling at Lugauer was in 2016. “A major goal was 
to take pressure from employees through automation. When the systems run you 
have 8 hours time for producing parts for 16 hours per day”, Lugauer showed 
an aspect that is not directly visible to everyone. Because the employee is the 
most important factor even with or without automation. But until a satisfying level 
is reached, it needs up to one year and a well coordinated process chain. Beside 
the machines he sees numerous further milestones: “A modern CAM system with 
simulation is even crucial as pallets with a zero-point clamping system. A sufficient 
number of tools reduce non-productive times and allow autonomous operations.”

According to the managing director the tool holder is as important and decisive 
for the accuracy. “We completely rely on tool holders and shrinking technology 
from HAIMER because their products guarantee highest precision in our auto-
mation process and best run out accuracy.”

Interface as an important link

The cooperation between Lugauer and HAIMER started with the investment into 
a Hermle C22 with a pallet changing system: “At first I was not convinced by the 
necessity of the shrinking technology but fortunately Oliver Lechner helped me 
understand the advantages and thereby the positive effects for our production.”

Oliver Lechner is sales manager for South Germany, Tyrol and Vorarlberg in 
Austria at HAIMER. “When I heard of the project, it was clear to call on Mr. Lugauer 
because I knew about the high quality requirements of the Jenbach production 

facility. For automated 5-axis-ma-
chining of complex work pieces the interface between the 
cutting tool and spindle is important for the process-security 
and the produced accuracy itself. The investment in shrin-
king technology amortizes in a very short period of time.” 

A customized original equipment package from HAIMER 
supported the Tyrolean contract manufacturer furthermore 
with the introduction of the new tool holders. “We did not 
know which diameter and amount of tool holders we would 
need. Although we concluded a framework agreement, 
we could retrieve the single products over time and grow 
step-by-step into this topic”, Gernot Lugauer reports and 
being glad of the good cooperation with HAIMER right 
from the start. For the managing director it is also of great 
importance to have suppliers producing in Central Europe 
and that definitely applies for the family business of Haimer 
GmbH headquartered with its production plant in Igenhausen 
near Augsburg, Bavaria. 

High performance shrink fit machine from HAIMER

In a team selection process Lugauer decided for the high 
performance shrink fit machine Power Clamp Economic 
Plus NG. It enables shrinking and cooling of solid carbide 
and HSS tools from diameter 3 to 32 mm in very short 
cycle times. 

The intelligent NG-coil (with 13 kW of power) as well as 
the integrated contact cooling make the handling a child’s 
play: „Our intelligent NG-coils are easily adjustable in a 
manual rotary movement, whereby the coil can be set in 
length and diameter to the size of the shrink chuck. 
Therefore stop discs become obsolete. The chuck will 
be precisely heated with maximum energy only in the 
requested area – even with special tool holders“, noted 
Stephan Mix, sales representative at HAIMER.

Diverse applications 

“Machining in mold and die cannot be imagined without 
shrink fit tooling, but nowadays shrink fit technology is 
getting more and more common in precision machining 
for the automotive and aerospace industry as well as in 

the field of general engineering and in job shops”, 
Oliver Lechner knows from his experience. 

“Especially in the high end segment of metal 
cutting the users nowadays appreciate the pre-
cision as well as the easy and fast tool change.” 
Moreover, shrink fit chucks convince due to the 
wide range of different contours and geometries 
and finally with HAIMER´s highest run out accu-
racy of ≤ 3 µm at a tool overhang of 3xD. “Our 
Power Series is a perfect example enabling 
optimized clamping forces for productive milling 
operations by an extra short and vibration-dam-
pening outer geometry”, Stephan Mix adds. 

In total Lugauer has got around 250 tool holders 
from HAIMER in use. Beside the shrink fit holders 
also mechanical SK40 and HSK-A63 tool holders 
are running on their machines.

Overall positive economical perspective

Beside the already mentioned advantages Chris-
tian Aigner, Head of mechanical production at 
Lugauer, points out further advantages not being measurable right from the start: 
“Tool life definitely increased due to the high run out accuracy. Also the machine 
tool spindles are prevented from damages – follow-up costs for maintenance or 
spindle changes decrease accordingly.”

Another automation project shows that Lugauer is completely happy with HAIMER. 
The Tyrolean contract manufacturer invested in a Hermle C42 with handling 
system HSflex in spring 2018. The tool magazine of 250 tools was entirely equip-
ped with HAIMER tool holders again, apart from a few specials. “For us there is 
no alternative to HAIMER – the technical support, the quality of the products and 
the after-sales-service are outstanding”, Gernot Lugauer concludes with positive 
words.

Productivity Driver 
Tool Holder

I

S U C C E S S  S T O R Y  L U G A U E R

“FOR US THERE IS 
NO ALTERNATIVE  
TO HAIMER – THE 
TECHNICAL  
SUPPORT, THE  
QUALITY OF THE 
PRODUCTS AND  
THE AFTER-SALES 
SERVICE ARE  
OUTSTANDING”

Considering the minimum amount of cost 
contributed by a shrink fit holder to the 
overall production costs and due to the 

resulting advantages it´s worth for 
Lugauer to invest in high quality featured 

by all HAIMER shrink fit tool holders. 

Lugauer is using the high performance shrinking machine 
Power Clamp Economic Plus NG. It makes it possible to shrink 
and cool solid carbide and HSS-tools in diameter 3 to 32 mm 
with very short cycle times. 23
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N E W  G L O B A L  H A I M E R  S E R V I C E  C O N C E P T HAIMER has over 50 Application Engineers worldwide 
who are perfectly trained in shrinking, balancing and pre-

setting products. This way they are able to respond local-
ly to the customer needs and provide practical solutions. 

ü Spare parts

ü Wear parts

ü Software updates

ü Application consulting

ü Maintenance

ü Training

ü Installation

ü Repair

We offer the official HAIMER Service for your tool management room from one single source. Combine 
service offers for all your HAIMER machines and benefit from our attractive advantages. 

You can choose our Single Maintenance package which includes a one-time maintenance and cali-
bration service. Our Premium Maintenance package that offers a 3-year support service with attractive 
discounts for spare and wear parts. Our all-inclusive Quality Wins package offers you 3 years of sup-
port, unbeatable conditions for spare and wear parts, training, coverage of all travel expenses and 
a maintenance kit. Decide on your own which service suits you best.

Find the suitable offer for you

25

For further information, please go  
online, get in touch with your personal 

contact person or follow this link: 

https://www.haimer.biz/services/ 
maintenance-and-repair.html

AIMER machines are known for their extremely high processing quality and durability. The HAIMER quality 
is not only visible in the product itself, but also in the service provided by the HAIMER employees. Therefore, 
the team of application and service engineers is continuously growing not only in Germany, but all around 
the world. The HAIMER engineers provide quick, on-site support regarding installations, machine main ten-

ance, product training or repairing damaged devices. 

Especially in the area of maintenance, HAIMER has been offering a new concept for the customers since the end of 
2018. Customers can now choose between different maintenance packages and thus secure the operational functio-
nality of their machines for the next 3–5 years after purchase.

HAIMER is the system provider in the area of Tool Management and this is also reflected in the full service range. With 
the maintenance of their machines or complete Tool Management Room, customers enjoy attractive advantages such 
as having one HAIMER contact person for all issues related to shrinking, balancing and presetting.

Service and maintenance is an absolute necessity for ISO 9001 certified companies. Machines and systems have to 
be regularly checked and maintained in order to ensure a smooth workflow. 

Your advantages:

 Early wear detection

 Maintenance of machine condition

 Best access to HAIMER specialists

 Consistent quality level

 Easier certification according to  
 ISO 9001 is possible

H

Consistently perfect 
machine condition –
New HAIMER service concept



Application Center
The fee-based courses take place in the HAIMER Application Center which is equipped with a seminar room, a comprehensive 
test environment for machining trials and a tool management area.

 Total are of 600 m² with machine shop, presentation,  
 reception and catering area

 Three state-of-the-art machining centers for tests,  
 comparisons and applications for a wide variety of industries  
 (HSC, aerospace, general mechanical engineering)

 Fully equipped state-of-the-art tool management room

 CAD/CAM system for part simulation, programming and  
 optimization

 State-of-the-art media technology for live transmission   
 from the machine tool

H A I M E R  A C A D E M Y  2 O 1 9

02
PRODUCTION & PRODUCTIVITY

ECONOMICAL 
MILLING

 Welcome speech and company tour
 Raw materials and different cutting materials
 Machining strategies and their influence with DPS (SolidCAM)
 Selecting suitable cutting tools for different materials
 Determining and calculating cutting data (group work) 
 Choosing the ideal tool clamping method

 Balancing quality and its effects (balancing demonstration)
 Perfect tool cooling (Cool Jet & Cool Flash)
 Tool set-up
 Workpiece machining (milling the programmed workpiece)
 Wear on the cutting edge and the influencing factors
 Open discussion/exchange with experts

03
EFFICIENT MACHINING

5-AXIS SIMULTANEOUS 
MILLING

 Welcome speech
 Guest speaker: OPEN MIND (hyperMill)
 5-axis simultaneous milling with hyperMill MAXX Machining
 Joint programming
 Developing a milling strategy

 Tool holder and end mill selection
 Joint shrinking, balancing and presetting
 Milling of the programmed workpiece
 Evaluation of the results

04
EFFICIENT MACHINING

DYNAMIC 
MILLING

 Welcome speech
 Guest speaker: DPS with SolidCAM
 Joint programming
 Developing a milling strategy

 Tool holder and end mill selection
 Joint shrinking, balancing and presetting
 Milling of the programmed workpiece
 Evaluation of the results

01
TOOL MANAGEMENT 4.0

REDUCING 
SET-UP TIME

 Welcome speech and company tour
 Tool room inspection
 Introduction to Tool Management
 Selecting the right tool holder
 Methods of workpiece clamping
 Optimized Tool Management
 Transferring Microset data to the machine

 Practical examples
 Tool change on the machine (Duo-Lock)
 Practical exercise: complete set-up process 

 (shrinking, balancing, presetting)
 Saving potentials during set-up and presetting
 Saving potentials with the right tool holder selection

In 2018 we founded the HAIMER academy, a program consisting of elaborate seminars and workshops. The program was very 
well received and so in 2019 we will once again transform our Application Center into a hands-on Training Center where we can 
provide our customers with great advice which they can then put into practice.

The seminars and workshops offered are aimed in particular at engineers, foremen, production managers, milling machine 
operators and tooling professionals. The HAIMER academy was founded with the objective to answer our customers‘ requests 
by providing even better support. The HAIMER specialists share their expertise regarding application issues and process analysis 
methods with the aim of long-term, future-oriented optimization including cost-saving potential for our customers.

NEW !

2726
Further information about the HAIMER academy  
can be found here: https://www.haimer.biz/academy.html

“Positive for me was the fact that the training took place in a “shopfloor”. The mixture between theory and practice was 
very well balanced. Over the course of the day practical applications and demonstrations on the tools, tool holders, 
clamping devices and the machine tools were integrated into the theoretical part. The entire day was perfectly organized 
with highly interesting topics and demonstrations.”

Participant of the HAIMER academy

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

academy
All-day workshop

Next date: 
March 29, 2019

All-day workshop

Next date: 
October 25, 2019

Half-day workshop

Next date: 
October 24, 2019

Half-day workshop

Next date: 
March 28, 2019



VDMA Bavaria 
Claudia Haimer is the new chairwoman of the  
German Machine Tool Association (VDMA) for Bavaria

production site in Igenhausen and worldwide. Haimer GmbH once started as a 
one-man business and has now become an innovative global player with high-quality 
products around machine tools. The family-owned company has become the world 
market leader for tool shrinking and balancing technology, as well as the European 
market leader for tool clamping technology. 

The Bavarian Association VDMA represents 
the interests of the Bavarian Machine Tool 
Manufacturers or rather the metalworking 
industry, for example during regular meet-
ings with the Ministers of the Bavarian 
government. With her work Claudia Haimer 
supports Germany and especially Bavaria 
as a production site. Considering the 
strong global competition Germany as a 

production site has to remain attractive. 
The quality seal “Made in Germany” is 
associated with an excellent reputation 
worldwide and HAIMER would like to 
confirm this with its high-quality and 
high-precision products.

As an active member, the company supports the young talent foundation for 
mechanical engineering of VDMA. Throughout Germany, leading companies 
have joined forces in this foundation to make the latest industry knowledge 
available for the professional education system. “The only way we can counteract 
the shortage of skilled workers is by working together. A lack of skilled workers 
has already become a problem for many companies in Bavaria and the situation 
will get worse in the future. We therefore support this initiative”, Claudia Haimer 
says.

laudia Haimer, Managing Director and founder 
of HAIMER GmbH in Igenhausen, previously 
Deputy Chairwoman of VDMA Bavaria, was 
elected as the new Chairwoman of the Board 

of VDMA Bavaria on March 9th, 2018. 

Dr. Rolf Pfeiffer, Managing Partner of DEPRAG SCHULZ 
GmbH u. CO. in Amberg, was elected to replace her as 
Deputy Chairman. Mr. Bertram Kawlath, Managing Part-
ner of Schubert & Salzer GmbH in Ingolstadt, maintains 
his position as second Deputy Chairman. 

Together with her husband Franz Haimer, Claudia Haimer 
has been managing Haimer GmbH since its foundation in 
1977 and has continuously expanded the com pany at its 

C

As a service to the customers, HAIMER offers free down-
loads of drawings for easy geometry inspection and in-
tegration into the CAD/CAM system. For all HAIMER tool 
holders and tools, 2D or 3D drawings are available as DXF 
and STP files.

All you need to do is to register at the HAIMER website. 
This will give you access to around 3,000 tool holder, 
700 end mill and 500 Duo-Lock drawings. More than 
11,500 users are already registered and actively use this 
service.

On the HAIMER YouTube channel you can find:
 Product and application videos
 Tutorials
 Success stories

The HAIMER social media presence currently comprises nearly 5,000 followers on 
LinkedIn, close to 1,000 subscribers on YouTube, as well as Xing and Google+.

Stay connected

You can find around 1,000 videos in different 
languages here: 
https://www.youtube.com/user/HaimerGermany 

Stay in contact with the HAIMER newsletter. It‘s worth 
it. The newsletter provides you with online information 
about the latest developments within the HAIMER 
Group.

Your advantages:

 Free tickets for events & exhibitions

 Invitations to e. g. Open House events

 User advice and customer reports

 Important information about HAIMER products

HAIMER info

Sign up for the newsletter here: 
https://www.haimer.biz/nc/news/ 
newsletter-subscription.html

You can of course look at, update or delete your registration and all related data at 
any time.

Download of DXF and STP files

https://www.haimer.biz/registration.html

“THE ONLY WAY WE  
CAN COUNTERACT  
THE SHORTAGE OF 
SKILLED WORKERS  
IS BY WORKING  
TOGETHER”

HAIMER is continuously searching for qualified employees.  
Visit our HAIMER career website here: 
https://www.haimer.biz/careers/employment-opportunities.html

S T A Y  C O N N E C T E D

46O
COMPANIES

64%
SALES
EXPORT

IN BAVARIAN

225,OOO
EMPLOYEES

ENGINEERING87% OF THE COMPANIES 
EMPLOY LESS THAN 
25O PEOPLE

1.35 MIO
EMPLOYEES – BIGGEST  
INDUSTRIAL EMPLOYER IN 
GERMAN ENGINEERING

VDMA BAVARIA AT A GLANCE
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D O U B L E D

At the beginning of 2018, HAIMER relocated its soft machining department (turning and milling of 
tool holders) from its headquarters in Igenhausen to the new, additional facility in Motzenhofen. The 
production area in the new facility measures 4,400 m² and is being used to produce rotating tool 
holders on approx. 60 turning and milling machines

Expansion of daily 
production capacity to  
4,000 tool holders

s a result of the relocation more space has been created at the main plant in Igenhausen which will be used for 
finishing operations. Thus, in the future, the daily production capacity can be increased to 4,000 tool holders 
per day.

The relocation of the soft machining production from Igenhausen to the newly built production facilities in 
Motzenhofen (5 km away) was achieved in a group effort at the turn of 2017/2018. In total, around 130 employees were 
actively involved in this project and we would like to thank each person for their great support. 

Just like in Igenhausen, the new production facility is also working 6 days a week in 3-shift operations. In recent months, 
additional new machines with automation were added which means that in the future the daily capacity of 2,000 tool holders 
can be increased to 4,000.

The raw material stock with more than 300 tons of raw material was also relocated to Motzenhofen. There the raw blanks 
are prepared for further processing. The raw material has to comply with the HAIMER in-house norm and will only be unloaded 
from the truck of the supplier after a detailed spectral analysis of each individual bar. The raw material is directly sourced 
from the manufacturer – 40 to 60 tons in one melt and diameter according to HAIMER standards. After all, the raw material 
is the basis for the µm-precise HAIMER tool holders and especially for the HAIMER shrink chucks the raw material is decisive 
for durability and the maximum number of shrinking cycles.

A

CNC MACHINES FOR 
TURNING, MILLING 
AND GRINDING12O

TOOL HOLDERS PER DAY
4,OOOITEMS IN

>7,OOO
THE PROGRAM

3130
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On June 28th, 2018, a large bus with 40 apprentices and 5 supervisors from INDEX Werke in Esslingen, arrived at the company premises 
of Haimer GmbH in Igenhausen (Bavaria). 

The visitors were invited by HAIMER so they could find out more about the system provider all around the machine tool. During the excursion 
the trainees also had the possibility to exchange their experiences.

Kathrin Haimer (Authorized Representative and Head of Human Resources at HAIMER) and Elisabeth Görlitz (Assistant Human Resources) 
welcomed the guests from Esslingen. A company presentation and a presentation on the apprenticeship program with the opportunity to 

exchange experiences gave the visitors a first insight 
into the structure and conditions at HAIMER. Similarities 
between the two companies became clear very quickly. 
In both companies the apprenticeship program is of great 
importance and many former trainees are now senior 
employees in important management positions.

In the following company tour the visitors were divided 
into two groups and had the opportunity to visit the 
company premises at the headquarters in Igenhausen, 
as well as the new and close by production plant in 
Motzenhofen. For the visitors, some of the highlights 
included visiting the well-equipped training workshop and, 
above all, seeing the different production areas. 

INDEX apprentices visit HAIMER: 
An industry excursion

Apprentices excursion to AMB 2018 in Stuttgart
With the start of the new apprenticeship year 2018/2019, 51 appren-
tices joined HAIMER as Industrial Mechanics, CNC Machine Operators, 
Technical Product Designers, Industrial Administrative Clerks, Marketing 
specialists and IT Clerks. 

On Saturday the 22nd of September, the last out of 5 AMB show days 
in Stuttgart, the HAIMER apprentices had the opportunity to spend a 
day exploring the most important metalworking industry exhibition in 
Europe.

The entire team was taken from the HAIMER headquarters in Igenhau sen 
to the exhibition center in Stuttgart. They started their tour at the HAIMER 
booth in hall 1. 

With the help of their colleagues from the marketing, as well the sales 
and engineering department, the apprentices were able to discover 
every inch of the two-story booth which had a combined area of 260 m2. 
For HAIMER this was the biggest booth in AMB history. 

They gained some insight into the work of an exhibitor 
and were introduced to all the current innovations of the 
machine and tooling technology industry.

In order to make sure that the apprentices learn something 
at the exhibition and in order to guide them through the 
10 halls, they received a special task: find the answers 
to a competition which were hidden at various stations at 
the AMB show.

At the end of the excursion day – with many new impres-
sions and insight into the metalworking industry – the 
HAIMER apprentice team gathered at the HAIMER booth 
again. After a good dinner they returned to Igenhausen 
by bus. 

Choosing a career path is one of the most important decisions for young people. During the annual Career 
Days, organized by the Haimer GmbH in Igenhausen, pupils from Schrobenhausen, Aichach and the surrounding 
area get some support to make the right decision. 

In the following interview, Kathrin Haimer, Authorized Representative and Head of Human Resources at Haimer 
GmbH, who organizes these Career Days together with her team, answers a few questions.

Find your dream job at HAIMER
Career days for apprentices from the region of Schrobenhausen and Aichach – organized by HAIMER

Ms. Haimer, what is the purpose of the career 
days?

Kathrin Haimer: As the name of the event already 
reveals, the purpose and goal of these career days 
is to support pupils of the region for their profes-
sional career and finding out what their dream job 
might be.

What can the visitors expect from this kind 
of events?

Kathrin Haimer: It is like a get together of pupils 
and companies at a small job fair with a relaxed 
atmosphere. Within the hall, each exhibiting com-
pany gets the same booth size where they can 
present themselves. The Human Resources Team 
and trainees of the companies welcome the young 
visitors at their booth – ready for many questions 
and interesting conversations. We mainly focus on 
giving general career information to the students. 
They have the great opportunity to get to know 
different professions and companies and build up 
personal contacts.

Who would you recommend to visit this event? 

Kathrin Haimer: It´s an event where all interested visitors are welcome. We 
would recommend it especially to pupils who will graduate from school within 
the next few years and have to apply for an apprenticeship program soon. Also 
parents and teachers as well as younger students who want to find out about 
free internships, are more than welcome. This event is very special since it is 
focusing on pupils and graduates of all types of schools. They get introduced 
to jobs that are learned in companies in the region. Students can find interesting 
apprenticeship offers and those who are not sure about which professional path 
to choose, have the unique opportunity to exchange with trainees about their 
daily life in the company. 

There are a lot of job fairs for study programs – why do you focus on 
job fairs for professional trainings?

Kathrin Haimer: Because many interesting apprenticeship companies are 
located in our region, we want to provide them a platform. Also, each year the 
number of visitors increases which shows that the people are very interested 
in this event. The companies are willing to make young people aware of the 
career and development opportunities that an apprenticeship can offer to them. 
A dual curriculum or an apprenticeship can also be an attractive option for high 
school graduates who want to start their professional career and are looking 
for a secure job. The dual training system as we have it in Germany is a role model 
with brillant international reputation.

33Apprenticeship at HAIMER:
https://www.haimer.biz/careers/
apprenticeship/our-apprenticeship-
opportunities.html

DATES FOR 
CAREER DAYS 2O19
Schrobenhausen 
September 28th

Aichach 
October 12th



Three years ago Kidane fled from Eritrea. Nowadays he is about to complete his second training year as an 
industrial mechanic at company HAIMER in Igenhausen. With this interview he is providing some insight into his 
life and his way to HAIMER. He also discusses his motivation and responsibilities at HAIMER. 

My way 
to HAIMER
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1. Can you describe your everyday life in Eritrea? 

I grew up with four siblings in a small town about the same size as 
Aichach. One sister and one brother fled to Sudan, one brother to Is- 
rael and my other sister still lives in Eritrea with my parents. 

We have a similar school system like Germany. First you go to a pri-
mary school and afterwards to a secondary school where you gradua - 
te with a similar degree as in middle school (“Mittlere Reife”). After 
the 12th grade, the final exam “SAUA” takes place. If you get bad 
grades, you automatically have to join the military.

Only with very good results there is a chance to find work, but even 
then there is no apprenticeship or professional training which helps 
prepare you for the job. If you are lucky you can work as a teacher 
for a low salary. I myself went to school in Eritrea until the 10th grade. 

2. What is the biggest difference?

The social injustice. Eritrea is characterized by corruption, poverty 
and dictatorship. In Eritrea, there is no apprenticeship system and 
despite the very long school education you have almost no chance 
to find good work. There is no comparable profession as Mechanic 
in Eritrea.

3. What is difficult for you in Germany?

In some cases I still have difficulties with the German language. I have 
been in Germany for 3 years and 2 months now and I have been le-
arning the language since my arrival. I can communicate quite well. 
I only have difficulties understanding some technical terminology or 
answering some exam questions in a very precise way.

4. How did you hear about HAIMER?

At the vocational school there was an integration year, during which 
several weeks of practical training were planned.

With the help of my supervisor, I submitted an application for a seve-
ral-week internship at HAIMER. In May 2017, I was invited to an inter-
view and I got the job. 

Since I enjoyed the internship very much, I really wanted to start an 
apprenticeship as an Industrial Mechanic at HAIMER. Once my intern-
ship ended, HAIMER offered me a training contract which is how I 
started my apprenticeship in September 2017.

5. What do you like about the apprenticeship at HAIMER?

From the very beginning I was immediately integrated by all appren-
tices, as well as all employees. In the first training year I acquired 

some basic skills such as drilling, filing, conventional 
turning and milling. I especially liked working on one 
of the many single projects or the team projects with 
other apprentices. 

6. How does your daily life look like now?

I currently work as an apprentice in the 3D Sensor 
Assembly Department. Approximately every 4 to 6 
months all apprentices change departments. My next 
station is going to be the Application Center. There I 
will learn how to run tests on the CNC machines and 
I will help prepare training sessions for customers. 

7. How do you see your future?

I really like my job and I want to successfully complete 
my apprenticeship. I have settled down well in the 
region of Aichach and I can imagine to further support 
the HAIMER company once my apprenticeship is over.

M Y  W A Y  T O  H A I M E R
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